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ELASTIC STIFFNESS PARAMETERS OF SOIL-CEMENT MIXTURES 
FROM LABORATORY COMPRESSION AND SHEAR WAVE VELOCITY 

MEASUREMENTS 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Soil-cement mixtures have several applications being particularly interesting for remediation processes or 
stabilization of unstable granular soils. Along the last few decades, diverse laboratory wave-based 
methodologies in time and/or frequency domain, were developed and tested, aiming at a rapid, reliable 
and low-cost assessment of soil design parameters. The apparently straightforward adaptation of in-situ 
wave-based methodologies to in-laboratory environment, in particular when using bender elements on 
cylindrical soil specimens, became a demanding task raising a number of unexpected hindrances. There is 
often a disturbing uncertainty/subjectivity related to data interpretation and derived soil parameters, 
mainly due to difficulties in wave type/mode recognition, in accurate travel time identification or in 
indirectly estimated velocity. Some of the most relevant instrumental/experimental and/or theoretical 
issues are (co)related to: soil specimens geometry and transducers geometry and location in specimen vs. 
signal bandwidth; wave dispersion; soil stiffness; near-field effects; electrical coupling; system/(s) transfer 
function(s) and resonant frequencies. Having in mind the referred controversial issues and related 
hindrances, the present paper analyses, compares and interprets, in time domain as well as in frequency 
domain, several seismic records obtained in unconfined conditions using compression, and shear 
piezoelectric transducers on various cylindrical saturated specimens of soil-cement mixtures. The studied 
soil is well graded silty sand with low plasticity. In addition, results of the seismic tests are compared with 
those obtained with indirect tensile tests (Brazilian tests) and unconfined compression tests. The main goal 
of this work is to obtain the dynamic moduli of these mixtures, namely the change in stiffness due to 
cement content and porosity.  
 
Keywords: Soil-cement, bender elements, seismic waves, dynamic modulus. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The work presented herein, part of a broader research study, deals essentially with the laboratory 
assessment of soil-cement mixtures design parameters, namely the dynamic small strain Young, Edin (E0) 
and shear, Gdin (G0), modulus and the corresponding Poisson’s ratio, ν. The relevance of such studies 
arises from the several applications of soil-cement mixtures, in particular for remediation processes or 
stabilization of unstable granular soils when subjected to seismic or vibratory actions. The possibility of 
using non destructive laboratory tests based on wave velocity analysis to evaluate dynamic stiffness 
properties will be of utmost importance when stabilization is implemented to high compressible soils 
(such as in  liquefaction prevention) due to strong cyclic actions, as in earthquake events. The use of 
seismic methods in such a context is appealing due to the low strains involved, up to around 10-5, allowing 
the elastic domain assumption and the estimation of the maximum values of the referred parameters based 
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on well established theoretical analytical relations using compression, VP or VL, and/or shear, VS, wave 
velocities and mass density, ρ. In-situ seismic methods have been extensively used for that purpose. The 
need and/or convenience of using a similar in-laboratory approach on soil/rock specimens leaded, along 
the last few decades, to the development of diverse laboratory equipment and wave-based signal treatment 
methodologies, in time and/or frequency domain. The apparently straightforward adaptation of in-situ 
wave-based methodologies to in-laboratory environment, in particular when using bender elements 
complementary or not to mechanical tests systems (cells or other chambers) such as triaxial tests on 
cylindrical soil specimens, became a demanding task raising a number of unexpected hindrances. A 
disturbing uncertainty/subjectivity related to data interpretation and derived soil parameters is often 
related to difficulties in wave type/mode recognition, in accurate travel time identification or in indirectly 
estimated velocity. Some of the most relevant instrumental/experimental and/or theoretical issues are 
(co)related to: soil specimen geometry and transducer geometry and location in specimen vs. signal 
bandwidth and center frequency; wave dispersion; soil stiffness; near-field effects; electrical coupling; 
system(s) transfer function(s) and resonant frequencies; signal travel path; (un)confined condition and 
instrumental A/D conversion resolution. 
 
In the present study, several cylindrical soil-cement specimens, described below, have been tested in-
laboratory using compression and shear piezoelectric transducers, unconfined compression tests and 
indirect tensile tests (Brazilian tests). An initial attempt to obtain consistent seismic velocities, in 
particular VS, based on the conventional first arrival picking in time domain analysis, or in frequency 
domain continuous sine-sweep method, appeared to be unsuccessful. Assuming the unfeasibility of the 
conventional uncorrelated casuistic picking of arrival times, a subsequent exploratory attempt in time 
domain , appears to be promising, not in the sense of the feasibility of its use in routine laboratory tests but 
rather in the sense of permitting, in a research context, a general characterization of different types of soil-
cement mixtures through regression models derived from an enough abundant number of correlated tests.  
 
Having in mind the referred controversial issues and related hindrances, the present study analyses, 
compares and interprets several seismic records obtained in unconfined conditions using bender elements, 
BE, and compression transducers, CE, on various cylindrical saturated specimens of soil-cement mixtures 
via three different time domain approaches, including the referred exploratory attempt, as well as in 
frequency domain. Results of the seismic tests are also compared with those obtained with indirect tensile 
tests (Brazilian tests) and unconfined compression tests. The soil involved in the present study is a well 
graded silty sand with low plasticity. In addition, an exploratory bivariate regression analysis is used to 
predicting stiffness low strain moduli, namely E0.   
  
 

OBJECTIVE 
 
The main objective of the present study is to assess the feasibility of obtaining a reliable laboratory 
characterization of soil-cement mixtures stiffness moduli (E0) and shear (G0), and Poisson’s ratio (ν), 
namely their change in stiffness due to the cement content and porosity, comparing seismic wave velocity 
measurements tests interpreted via different time and frequency domain approaches and mechanical, 
indirect tensile tests (Brazilian tests) and unconfined compression tests, on cylindrical specimens of the 
referred mixtures.  
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TESTING EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS 

 
Testing equipment 

 Seismic wave measurements 
 
The laboratory equipment used for seismic wave measurements involved triaxial cells with different types 
of piezoelectric transducers. It includes a single pair of compression transducers and a single pair of 
bender elements respectively for compression and S-wave measurements, see Figure 1b). Therefore, 
compression waves are measured independently from S-waves. This system comprises an ISMES- 
Enel.Hydro multiplexer/amplifier which is a single box containing both a power amplifier and an output 
amplifier. It amplifies the input signal by 40 times (though the maximum input frequency from the 
function generator is 2.5 Vpp) and the output 10 times (1000%). This capability of amplifying the input 
signal is very important as it improves the signal-to-noise ratio. The signal is created by a programmable 
function generator (TTi) capable of generating an electrical signal with various user-defined 
configurations, though in this work only sinusoidal waves were used. Both input and output signals were 
displayed in a dual-channel oscilloscope for visualizing and directly identifying the travel time (time 
domain method - TD). For signal acquiring, the oscilloscope was connected with a PC where data was 
transferred using specific software program and stored in different formats for post processing and 
interpretation. For the frequency domain methods, FD, a low-cost oscilloscope and FFT-based spectrum 
analyser (PicoScope ADC-216) were used. This FFT-based spectrum analyser digitises the signal using an 
A/D converter and the stored values are then processed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. 
Figure 1a) shows the testing setup with all components used in this work. 
 

  
a) b) 

 
Figure 1. Laboratory equipment used for seismic wave measurements: a) testing setup; b) bender 

element and compression transducer. 
 

 Indirect tensile (Brazilian) tests and Unconfined compression tests 
 

Indirect tensile tests, also known as Brazilian tests, were performed following the European standard EN 
13286-42 (CEN, 2003 b). The unconfined compression tests followed the standard EN 13286-41 (CEN, 
2003 a). The test was strain controlled and the strain rate was 0.1 mm/min. An automatic 100kN capacity 
loading machine was used in both tests together with a load cell with the same capacity and 0.006 kN 
resolution. The unconfined compression test was performed with local measurement of deformation by 
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LDT’s - Local Deformation Transducers (Goto et al., 1991), which increased the reliability of the stiffness 
modulus determined by this way. The initial tangent modulus was then determined in each test, designated 
here as ELDT. Figure 2 shows samples being tested in both tests. 
 

  
a) b) 

 

Figure 2. a) Indirect tensile (Brazilian) test and b) unconfined compression test. 
 

Cemented soil mixture 
The soil involved in this research is a silty sand (according to the Unified Classification System - ASTM, 
1998) derived from remoulded residual soil from granite (W5 weathering class), an abundant soil/rock 
type of massif in the north and central region of Portugal. As Figure 3 clearly expresses, it is a very well 
graded soil with approximately 30% of fines. 
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Figure 3. Grain size distribution curve of soil. 

 
The specimens tested in this experimental program are made from a mixture of early strength Portland 
cement and the referred soil. In order to have the same grain size distribution curve in the mixture and in 
the soil itself a quantity of fines equal to the amount of cement to be introduced was taken out from the 
soil before mixture. After this first procedure the right quantities of soil, water and cement were weighted 
and then the soil was mixed with the cement until a uniform paste was obtained. The water was then 
added to the mixture until a homogeneous consistency was created. 
The samples were moulded by static compaction in a stainless steel lubricated mould. After compaction 
the sample was left in the mould for some hours to prevent swelling and then extracted from the mould 
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and stored in the humid chamber inside a plastic bag to avoid moisture loss. All samples were tested after 
6 days in the humid chamber and 24 hours submerged in water totalizing 7 days of curing period. The 
submersion procedure was executed to increase saturation and reduce suction which has revealed to be 
almost achieved. This was controlled by suction measurements using the paper filter method in some of 
the samples. Before testing, the samples were taken out from water and dried superficially with an 
absorbent cloth. 
 
Two groups of samples were performed. The samples subjected to seismic wave measurements were 
afterwards tested in the indirect tensile tests, and their size was 70 mm of diameter and height. The 
samples tested in the unconfined compression tests were 70 mm of diameter and 140 mm of height. Both 
groups of samples were moulded in several mixtures with different cement contents and void ratios, being 
the quantity of cement based on the dry weight of the soil. The aim was to analyse the variation of 
stiffness and tensile and compressive strength with varying cement content and void ratio. For this 
purpose, four cement contents (2%, 3%, 5% and 7%) and four dry unit weights were considered 
(16.4 kN/m3, 17.2 kN/m3, 18.0 kN/m3 and 18.8 kN/m3) totalizing 16 samples for each group. In this 
particular study the water content was kept constant in all samples and the optimum value was assumed 
(12%). The results will be here analysed through the index ratio proposed by Consoli et al. (2007) which 
is the ratio of porosity to the volumetric cement content (ƞ/Civ

n), with an exponent n depending on the type 
of soil. For this particular soil, Rios et al., (2009) found a power value applied to the volumetric cement 
content of 0.21. 
 

 
LABORATORY TESTING PROGRAM 

 
As referred, the following mechanical and seismic tests have been performed on the soil-cement 
specimens previously described: 
 BE and CE tests, using various frequency input sine pulses and sine sweeps, aiming at determining 

compression, VP or VL, and shear, VS, wave velocities. The following three different approaches were 
used, two in time domain and one in frequency domain: a) time domain method based on the direct 
wave travel time picking, TD, used to determine VP or VL, and VS; b) assuming a given Poisson’s ratio 
and using VP determined by the TD method, VS values were indirectly determined; c) frequency 
domain continuous sine-sweep method, FD, was used to calculate VS; 

 Indirect tensile tests (Brazilian tests); 
 Unconfined compression tests. 

 
BE and CE seismic tests 
For TD measurements, sine-wave input signals were used at various preset frequencies between 1 kHz and 
20 kHz, for S-waves, and between 25 kHz and 75 kHz, for P-waves. These values of frequencies were 
optimized after calibration tests. The output signals were captured in the oscilloscope, directly transferred 
to the PC and plotted together, previously to the wave arrival time picking process. Wave velocities 
resulted from dividing the obtained arrival times by the specimen length for compression waves and BE 
tip to tip distance for shear waves which will be called herein, respectively as VP

TD and VS
TD. 

 
Assuming a given Poisson’s ratio (ν), the following expression can be used to calculate VS based on VP 

(Lee and Santamarina, 2005): 
 

)1(2
21





 Ps VV

 (1) 

 
The value of VS obtained through this method will be called inhere as VS

VP
 . 
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For VS frequency domain calculation, called inhere as VS
FD, a continuous sine-sweep input wave was 

applied and acquisition was carried out via the spectrum analyser-oscilloscope using specific open-source 
software, known as ABETS (Greening and Nash, 2004; Ferreira et al., 2006, Ferreira, 2008). Some 
modifications have been introduced to the program for post-processing data and analysis, available in a 
user-friendly new version (ABETS+) running in Microsoft Excel®. Acquisition is triggered manually in 
the software by the user, and the travel time, wave velocity, and shear modulus are immediately computed 
and displayed. The travel time is explicitly estimated based on the best fit line slope of the wavelength 
number, N, versus obtained input/output in-phase frequency signal values. These parameters can be 
recalculated for different frequency ranges. Narrower frequency ranges are then selected for computing 
travel time, mainly based on the results of the input/output coherence function (Viana da Fonseca et al., 
2009). Most tests were performed with a sweep function varying linearly from 100 to 20000 Hz in 10 ms. 
 
Mechanical tests 
Following the European standard EN 13286-42 (CEN, 2003 b) for the Brazilian test, the indirect tensile 
strength (Rt) is given by the expression: 
 

 
HD

F
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2
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The unconfined compression strength, UCS, is obtained directly dividing the maximum force sustained in 
the test by the area of the sample, according to the following expression: 
 

 
2
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 (3) 

 
In both expressions, F is the maximum force sustained, H is the height of specimen and D the diameter of 
specimen. 
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
In time domain conventional approach, one of the most challenging and decisive initial tasks is the 
accurate and reliable picking of the compression and shear waves arrival time. An initial attempt revealed 
the complexity of the output BE data, combining wave conversion modes and compression waves 
reflected in specimen boundaries, and the unfeasibility of a conventional detection of S-wave arrival 
times. Even though some common hindrances like cross-talk or near-field effects were generally not 
detected or not significant. A subsequent comprehensive analysis of all the available BE and CE data 
confirmed that the interpretation of the arrival time in the register of CE was in general quite 
straightforward, as compression waves were generally well defined with clear first breaks. On the other 
hand, in the BE data and respective S-wave analysis, there was an unacceptable overall uncertainty for the 
conventional interpretation based on a non-correlated arrival time picking approach. 
 
Aiming at minimizing undesired compression waves generation and coupling problems between the 
inserted BE and the tested specimen as well as permitting the S-waves polarity reversal (improving first 
arrival recognition), more recent exploratory BE tests revealed the potential advantage of not using both 
BE inserted in the specimen top and bottom ends but just in contact with them. This approach attempts to 
reproduce, at low scale, the in-situ S-wave generation in seismic refraction exploration. Furthermore, the 
in-contact use of BE not in the center of the specimen top and bottom ends but peripheral appeared to be 
useful in detecting S-wave arrival time by means of a clearer arrival time detection of generated surface 
waves with similar velocity.  
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In the present study, the alternative for BE data analysis has been a systemic approach aiming at catching 
common signal patterns allowing posterior one by one seismic record analysis with a reasonable sense of 
confidence. At this stage all the available directly/indirectly obtained information was used as a guiding 
framework, namely Poisson’s ratio, ν, and VP/VS ratio, in order to guide and validate, as much as possible, 
each single arrival time picking. Finally, it has been possible to reach a one by one analysis leading to 
quite consistent overall results even though, at this stage, with no systematic re-analysis or cleaning of 
considered doubtful results. The preliminary results are promising especially compared with those 
obtained by the referred conventional approach. 
 
As previously mentioned, due to the intrinsic difficulty in obtaining reliable VS values by the conventional 
TD method, expression (1) was initially used, as an alternative for indirect VS estimation. 
Additionally, assuming the compression wave velocity, VL, governed by the unconstrained elastic 
modulus, E, (Santamarina, 2001 and 2005, Tallavó et al., 2009) rather than by the constraint elastic 
modulus, M, as it is the case for VP, Edin may be directly deduced from VL and the mass density, ρ, 
according to the following expression: 
 
 2

L
VdinE    (4) 

 
This is sometimes a controversial issue, especially when the relation between the cylindrical specimen 
geometry and the wavelength/frequency lies in a “shadow” zone where the compression wave velocity 
may be between VP and VL. Khan, Z. et al. (2006), concluded that when the wavelength is equal to or 
greater than the specimen diameter the compression wave velocity is VL. Brignoli et al. (1996), Vaghela 
and Stokoe (1995) had shown that results obtained with compression transducers located centrally in a 
triaxial cell top and bottom platens agree with the constrained assumption. Although for almost all the 
tested specimen the wavelength is smaller than their diameter, results obtained assuming unconstrained 
conditions, and thus VL, are compared with those obtained by the alternative time and frequency domain 
approaches. In what follows, some of the final interpreted results including obtained regression models 
will be presented. 
 
Figure 4a shows VP

TD and VS
TD values for different specimens. Their order in x-axis, specimen order, is 

related to the respective four cement contents (2%, 3%, 5% and 7%) and four dry unit weights considered 
(16.4 kN/m3, 17.2 kN/m3, 18.0 kN/m3 and 18.8 kN/m3), both in increasing order. It is obvious the similar 
VP

TD and VS
TD variability structure corresponding to an average increase with cement content and, within 

each set of cement contents, an average increase with increasing dry unit weights. The average VP/VS ratio 
is 2.24, and the average Poisson’s ratio, ν=0.37. The average Poisson’s ratio found with FD method is 
ν=0.45. Being the Poisson’s ratio very sensitive to VP/VS ratio, a small percentage variation in wave 
velocity may considerably affect the computed dynamic Poisson’s ratio. According to Åhnberg H. and 
Holmén M. (2008) Kitazume and Terashi (2002) reported Poisson’s ratio values between 0.25-0.45 for 
cement stabilized soils. 
 
Figure 4b shows VS

VP for the different specimens, obtained based on VP and three average Poisson’s ratios 
ν=0.25, ν=0.37 and ν=0.40. The pattern variability is very similar and in particular the one using the 
average ν=0.37 obtained by the TD approach, is very similar to VS

TD. Whenever there are no reliable VS
TD 

or VS
FD values available, this appears to be an interesting way to obtain lower and upper VS limits based 

on trustworthy VP values, especially when reliable Poisson’s ratio values are known or may be inferred. 
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a) b) 

 
Figure 4. a) VP

TD and VS
TD values for ordered specimens and b) VS

VP values for ordered specimens, 

for ν=0.25, ν=0.37 and ν=0.40. 
 

In Figure 5a VS
FD is represented ordered, showing no apparent structure in their variability with cement 

content and unit weight. Globally, the FD method did not work in this set of tests which may be caused, at 
least partially, by an inadequate high frequency range used in the FD method approach 
Figure 5b shows VS

VP for ν=0.37, VS
FD and VSTD vs. η/Civ0.21 ratio and the power regression model for 

VS
TD, with R2=0.90. It is observed a quite good correlation between VS

TD and VS
VP, being both well 

correlated with η/Civ0.21 ratio. VS
FD shows again an unstructured/random variability.  

 

  
a) b) 

 
Figure 5. a) Ordered VS

FD values and b) VS
VP for ν=0.37, VS

FD and VS
TD vs. η/Civ0.21 ratio and VS

TD 
power regression model. 

 
Figure 6a and b) show E0

TD and the unconfined compression strength, UCS, represented by order in a) and 
correlated to η/Civ0.21 ratio in b). In both graphs it is possible to observe a very good correlation between 
them, in particular in a) the very similar E0

TD and UCS variability structure, both increasing with cement 
content and unit weights and in b) their good correlation with η/Civ0.21 ratio expressed by the power 
regression model for VS

TD, with R2=0.90. 
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a) b) 

 
Figure 6. a) Ordered E0

TD and UCS and b) E0
TD and UCS vs. η/Civ0.21 ratio and E0

TD power 
regression model. 

 
In Figure 7a, E0

TD and ELDT are represented correlated to UCS as well as their respective linear regression 
models respectively with R2=0.94 and R2=0.89. They both follow quite similar trends, being well 
correlated with UCS. In Figure 7b, G0

TD and UCS are represented correlated to η/Civ0.21 ratio, being G0
TD 

power regression model R2=0.91. 
 

 
a) 

 

 
b) 

 
Figure 7. a) E0

TD and ELDT vs. UCS and respective linear regression models and b) UCS and G0
TD vs. 

η/Civ0.21 ratio and respective power regression models. 
 
Figure 8a shows ELDT, E0

TD and E0
VL correlated to η/Civ0.21 ratio and the respective power regression 

models with, respectively, R2=0.80, R2=0.91 and R2=0.88. Figure 8b shows the indirect tensile strength, 
Rt, E0

TD and E0
VL represented against η/Civ0.21 ratio and the respective power regression model for Rt with 

R2=0.95.  It is again observed an overall good correlation with η/Civ0.21 ratio.  
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a) 

 

 
b) 

 
Figure 8. a) ELDT, E0

TD and E0
VL vs. η/Civ0.21 ratio and the respective power regression models and b) 

Rt, E0
TD and E0

VL vs. η/Civ0.21 ratio and Rt power regression model. 
 
Next graphs were obtained by averaging the values for each set of similar specimens having the same 
cement content and unit weight. In Fig. 9a, E0

TD, E0
VL

 and UCS are plotted against η/Civ0.21 ratio and E0
TD, 

E0
VL power regression models, having respectively R2=0.98 and R2=0.96. In b), ELDT, E0

TD and E0
VL

 are 
correlated to η/Civ0.21 ratio. 

 

 
a) 

 

 
b) 

 

Figure 9. a) E0
TD, E0

VL
 and UCS versus η/Civ0.21 ratio and E0

TD, E0
VL power regression models and b) 

ELDT, E0
TD and E0

VL
 versus η/Civ0.21 ratio. 

 
Figure 10a and b) show an example of an exploratory statistical bivariate regression analysis in which 
E0

TD is predicted by both E0
VP and Rt. In a) E0

TD calculated and predicted are correlated with E0
VP having 

the predicted E0
TD linear regression model R2=0.99. In Figure 10b) E0

TD calculated and predicted are 
correlated with Rt. The preliminary results point to the possible advantage of the combined use of reliable 
mechanical tests and seismic VS

VP results for bivariate prediction of dynamic elastic moduli, in order to 
overcoming the difficulty of calculating directly reliable dynamic elastic moduli, based on VS values 
obtained through BE tests in cemented soils. 
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a) 

 

 
b) 

 

 
Figure 10. E0

TD calculated and predicted by E0
VP and predicted E0

TD best linear fit model and b) 

E0
TD calculated and predicted by Rt. 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Several cylindrical soil-cement mixture specimens have been tested in-laboratory using compression (CE) 
and shear (BE) piezoelectric transducers in seismic tests, unconfined compression tests and indirect tensile 
tests (Brazilian tests), aiming at a reliable laboratory characterization of soil-cement mixtures stiffness 
moduli namely the dynamic small strain Young, Edin (E0) and shear, Gdin (G0), modulus and Poisson’s 
ratio, ν. Initial results showed the inadequacy of both the conventional uncorrelated picking of S-wave 
arrival times, in time domain analysis, and the continuous sine-sweep method, in frequency domain 
analysis. A subsequent exploratory attempt in time domain, assuming the unfeasibility of the conventional 
referred approach, appears to be promising, not in the sense of being viable its use in routine laboratory 
tests but rather in the sense of permitting, in a research context, a general characterization of different 
types of soil-cement mixtures through regression models derived from an enough abundant number of 
correlated tests. 
 
The obtained preliminary results show a well correlated VP and VS variability structure, both increasing in 
average with specimen cement content and unit weight. The average VP/VS ratio is 2.24 and average 
Poisson’s ratio, ν=0.37. The derived stiffness moduli, Edin (E0) and shear, Gdin (G0) are also well correlated 
with specimen cement content and unit weight, via the optimized η/Civ0.21 ratio, being the most of the 
respective power regression models R2 > 0.9. The referred moduli are also well correlated with UCS and 
Rt, obtained respectively with unconfined compression tests and indirect tensile tests (Brazilian tests).   
 
More recent exploratory BE tests revealed the potential advantage of using both BE centrally in contact 
with the specimen top and bottom ends rather than inserted, aiming at minimizing namely undesired 
compression waves generation, near-field effects and coupling problems as well as permitting S-wave 
polarity reversal, improving thus first arrival recognition. Furthermore, the peripheral in-contact use of BE 
in both specimen top and bottom ends appears to be useful in guiding S-wave arrival time picking by 
means of a clearer arrival time detection of generated surface waves with similar velocity. 
 
In addition, an exploratory bivariate regression analysis points to the possible advantage of predicting 
stiffness low strain moduli, namely via E0

VP and Rt or UCS, whenever appears unfeasible calculating 
directly reliable moduli based on VS values obtained through BE tests in cemented soils. 
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